A few things to know about

WALKING in Portland
IN PORTLAND, EVERY INTERSECTION IS A CROSSWALK*

OK
to cross
OK
to cross

PEDESTRIAN
noun: a person walking
OK
to cross

Drivers must stop for people walking or waiting to walk in a
crosswalk. They must also stop for a person on a bike in a crosswalk.

CROSSING STREETS
WITH LOTS OF LANES?
TAKE EXTRA CARE.

There are multiple ways people
can “walk.” Pedestrians can
move using their own two legs,
a wheelchair, a walker, or a
mobility device.
*ORS 801.220

Has the orange
car stopped?
People biking
must stop for
pedestrians,
too.

Stop and look for cars before
crossing into each lane
Be cautious and expect that
drivers may not see you

Make sure all vehicles are
stopped and drivers can
see you before crossing.

PHONES ARE AWESOME! JUST NOT ALL THE TIME.
Phones are great
for getting
around the city!
Maps &
directions

They can
also be
distracting.

Mobile bus &
MAX tickets
Call for help in
an emergency
Flashlight

Keep your phone down
and your head up while
crossing streets and
when you’re around lots
of vehicle traﬃc.

Heads Up! If you can read
this you might not be
paying attention to the road

ROUTE PLANNING

you hold the key to the city!
You might already know how to get around your own
neighborhood, but what if you need to get somewhere new?
Portland’s Walk & Bike maps can help you get there!
Where would your route go?
On a park path
To my MAX stop
Past a beautiful viewpoint
On a SW Trail
On a street with fewer cars
Past a 100 year-old tree!

Street Smarts

What can our maps show
you that an app might miss?
Walking paths
Street type

(green means less
car traﬃc)

Places to visit
Which crossings
have lights
Bus lines
(this is Line 12,
Sandy Blvd.)
Bus stop
locations

Conﬁdently navigate your neighborhood!

Keep your head up Stay alert
and look around as you walk.
Limit distractions such as your
phone.

Cross with signals and lights
Whenever possible, cross busy
streets at lights and mid-block
crossings.

Trust your intuition If someone
makes you uncomfortable, cross
the street or walk in the other
direction. Find a buddy to go
with you whenever possible.

Travel against traﬃc This is
especially important when
sidewalks aren’t available. Keep
your head up so you can see
oncoming traﬃc.

Have a route safety plan Pick a
few “safe havens” -- a business
or friend’s house -- where you
can go in case of emergency.

Communicate Make sure
drivers know you want to cross
the street by making eye contact
and showing your intent.

Research your options Find out
what safety features are on your
smartphone, like alerting
emergency contacts.

Be bright Wear a light-colored
jacket or backpack, or bling up
your gear with reﬂective stickers
or keychains. This helps drivers
see you better at night.

The City of Portland is committed to providing meaningful access. To request
translation, interpretation, modiﬁcations, accommodations, or other auxiliary
aids or services, contact 503-823-5185, Relay: 711.

